Mr Cody Gator

Year of birth: 2000
Breed: Paint stallion

Features
Height: 1.60
Stud fee: private treaty, discount on multiple mare; cooled semen available; live foal guaranty;
Type mounts: The mounts with fresh semen, cooled with guaranteed live foal

Tips for pairing
Typically all lines derived from Doc Olena and Hollywood Dun It / Hollywood Jack 86 and working
horses like King, Taris Catalyst are the most suitable because the U.S. statistics tell us that these mixes
are "winning" with the line TopSail Cody. But even with not super pedigree mares his blood genetically
improve the offspring. Statistically, he produce 90% of colored horse. A good investment. See Bf Gator
and Beauty

Performance
Beautiful movements, attractive head, beautiful color with copper highlights from the long mane, Gator is
the typical stallion that could satisfy a lot of both to give color to their foals that carry a "blood" of
performance within each mare. The movement is its strong, agile, elegant ready to the orders began his
showing career in the 2005 season in both Working Cowhorse and Reining. Used in various shows boost
its beauty also placing in halter competition. Trained and shown by Ferruccio Badi.

Subjects produced
in our farm you’ll find Bf Gator and Beauty overo bay/white

Blood Line
Son of Mr. Cody Bee (Quarter Horse), which in turn is son of twice world champion reining TopSail
CODY and MONIKA BINKENSTAIN, by Boss' Nowata Star with Mother of Okie Leo, and ON THE
JAZZ (APHA Paint Horse ) from C Note's Sawbuck reproducer of babies with great success both in
performance, Western Pleasure and Hunter Under Saddle as well as in Halter and Super Solid breeding is
with babies who competed in Western Pleasure, in Reining and Hunter Under Saddle has in his power,
attention , body, agility, strength and gentleness of the true performance horse.

Notes:
his structure, his preparation and his mind lead us to affirm that Mr. Cody Gator GM continues the line
set by his father Mr. Cody Bee.
Truthfully, very good athlete, the great structure, give to all his offsprings athleticism and balance.
Reining horse typically is a good horse in the work with cattle.
The horse has been approved to stud in 2004
Watch the video on the home page
MR CODY GATOR
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